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Abstract
In this paper we describe an automated, linguistic knowledge-
based method for building acoustic models for a target
language for which there is no native training data. The
method assumes availability of well-trained acoustic models
for a number of existing source languages. It employs
statistically derived phonetic and phonological distance
metrics, particularly a combined phonetic-phonological (CPP)
metric, defined to characterize a variety of linguistic
relationships between phonemes from the source languages
and a target language. Using these metrics, candidate
phonemes from the source languages are automatically
selected for each phoneme of the target language and acoustic
models are constructed. Our experiments show that this
automated method can generate acoustic models with good
quality, far above the general phoneme symbol-based cross-
language transfer strategy, reaching the performance of
models generated through acoustic-distance mapping.

1. Introduction
Building acoustic models for a new language is generally
recognized as a bottleneck in the process of porting voice-
enabled devices to a new language market. In particular, the
collection of a large amount of data, required for model
training, is a time-consuming and costly procedure. Although
a large number of speech databases are commercially
available, these are principally restricted to widely spoken
languages in large commercial markets. The vast majority of
languages, including those associated with emerging markets,
have not been the target of intense data collection and
resources for these languages are subsequently either limited
or completely unavailable. Because of this, constructing
acoustic models for a new language with existing data
resources has a great business value and is an increasingly
interesting research topic.

In this research, we focus on so-called cross-language
transfer, i.e., the construction of acoustic models for a target
language from well-trained acoustic models from distinct
source languages. There are essentially two approaches to the
problem; one is knowledge-based and the other is data-driven.
The first approach is subjective and based exclusively on
expert linguistic knowledge. It is generally conducted by an
experienced linguist who hand-maps each phoneme in the
target language to phonemes in the source languages. The
phonemes are normally represented with international
phonetic alphabet (IPA) labels or transcription labels that can
be mapped to IPA labels [6][12]. The similarity between
phonemes is largely determined by whether they are

associated with the same IPA symbols. Language relatedness
may also be considered where relatedness is determined by
prior linguistic knowledge (consulting language family trees,
for example). No target language speech data is needed in this
approach. The work becomes increasingly challenging and
inaccurate as the number of both source and target languages
increase. The outcome depends on the accuracy of the
phoneme inventory descriptions from the original language
resources on the one hand, and the experience and knowledge
of the linguist in each language on the other. This approach is
typically costly in terms of time and manpower and yields less
consistent results than the second, data-driven approach. In
contrast to the subjective method, the data-driven approach
requires speech data from the target language. The data is
either used for finding candidate phonemes through phonetic
alignment, a strategy which is known to give poor results [5],
or it is used for model mapping. In the latter, the data is used
to train a set of crude models for the target language and the
models are in turn used to pinpoint the closest phoneme
models from the source languages by means of an acoustic
distance measuring strategy [14]. Because actual data is used
in measuring model distance in the acoustic space, the data-
driven approach is expected to work better than the subjective
approach, which estimates acoustic similarity indirectly
through articulatory phonetic similarity.

In this paper, we propose an automated, linguistic
knowledge-based approach that selects the best phoneme
candidates for cross-language transfer based on analyses in
phonetics and phonology. In the next section, we describe a
weighted phonetic distance metric and two phonological
distance metrics by which the previous subjective, manual
process is automated. These three metrics are combined to
characterize overall phonetic similarity among the candidate
and target phonemes and phonological similarity among the
candidate and target languages. In section 3, we present our
experiments of cross-language transfer utilizing the combined
phonetic-phonological distance metric. We offer our
conclusions in section 4.

2. Theory and methodology
In this section we will define three phonetic and phonological
distance metrics as well as some supporting quantities. Then
we will introduce a combined phonetic-phonological metric.

2.1. Weighted phonetic distance

2.1.1. Quantification of phonemes

The first step toward automation of the linguistic
knowledge-based approach is quantification of phonemes. A
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phoneme can be represented by a series of phonetic features
that characterize articulatory characteristics, such as voicing,
place of articulation, and manner of articulation, e.g., [1][3].
We use a binary-valued system of distinctive features, i.e., an
articulatory feature is represented as a binary (present/absent)
variable. The feature set has internal structure whereby
hierarchical relations are expressed. In such a system, the
presence of one feature presupposes the presence of those
hierarchically dominant features. For example, [+nasal]
presupposes [+sonorant] and [+alveolar] presupposes
[+coronal]. Additionally, our feature system includes a novel
component [10]. Corollary features are invented to account
for subphonemic variation, or allophony. This innovation
allows for feature contradiction – whereby a feature may be
present for certain allophonic realizations and absent for
others. Thus these corollary features characterize the
occasional presence of phonetic features.

We formalize this knowledge in the following way. A
phoneme is denoted by )(ipl , where l (=1,…,L) represents

the language the phoneme belongs to, and i (=1,…,Il)
represents the index of the phoneme in language l. Thus, the
phoneme inventory of language l is

},,1|)({ ll Iiip = . (1)

A phoneme )(ipl is represented by a vector of J features

T
lll

T
ll Jivjivivjivip )],(,),,(),...,1,([)],([)]([ ==f (2)

where each ),( jivl is a binary feature, i.e., 1 for present and

0 for absent, where lIi ,,1= , Jj ,,1= , Ll ,,1= , and

the superscript T denotes vector transposition.
We use J=30 features in our system, which include 26

regular phonetic features and four corollary features [10]. The
features are chosen so that no two phonemes have identical
feature vectors in any given language.

2.1.2. Feature weights

A problem with using binary systems directly is that they
neglect the relative importance of individual features [2][4]
[13]. Consequently, incongruous outcomes may be generated
when calculating the phonetic distance. For example,
assigning equal importance to the feature [place] and feature
[aspiration] would result in a smaller distance between /p/ and
/k/ than between /p/ and /ph/, which is clearly incorrect [7].

A straightforward solution is to use weights, or salience,
with individual features. However, deriving consistently
effective weights and applying them to features in a principled
manner remains an open question. Nerbonne and Heeringa
[11] obtained weights from the information gain, or entropy
reduction, contributed by each feature, but surprisingly, use of
such weights resulted in a degradation in distance
performance.

In this work, we introduce weights derived from the lexica
of all the source and target languages. Specifically, the value
of a weight for a feature is derived from the frequency of the
feature in the lexica. Let )]([ ipc ll denote the occurrence

count of a phoneme )(ipl in a lexicon of language l, then the

frequency of each feature j contributed by the phoneme )(ipl

is ),()]([ jivipc lll , and the frequency of each feature j
contributed by all the phonemes in language l is

=
lI

i lll jivipc1 ),()]([ . The global weights derived from all the

phonemes in the entire source and target languages are
)}(,),(,),1({)( Jwjwwdiagj =W (3)
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where diag(vector) gives a diagonal matrix with elements of
the vector as the diagonal entries.

In the definition each language is treated equally. Thus
the weights are not subject to the relative size of each
language’s lexicon. We have also introduced a series of
weights depending on their derivation scope, including
weights for a certain language, weights for all the vowels,
weights for all the labial phones, etc. These weights allow for
the characterization of subtle differences within particular
categories [8]. However, based on frequency, these local
weights may not be reliable if the lexica are not sufficiently
large.

2.1.3. Weighted phonetic distance

A phonetic distance between phonemes )(ipl and )(kpt

is expressed in a general form as a weighted V-norm distance
in a vector space

Vtllt kpipjkitlkid )])([)]([)(;,;,(),( ffW −= (5)

where the weights, given in a diagonal matrix );,;,( jkitlW ,
are dependent upon the language identities l, t, the phoneme
identities i, k, and the feature identity j. The typical V-norm
distances include the Manhattan distance (1-norm) and
Euclidian distance (2-norm). We will use the 1-norm distance
as an example in the rest of the paper. This is expressed as

)]([)]([)};,;,({),( kpipjkitldiagkid tllt ffW −⋅= (6)

where diag(matrix) gives the vector of main diagonal entries
of matrix. A series of distance metrics can be defined
depending on how the weights are applied [8]. Due to space
limitations, we only introduce the distance using global
weights here
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where lIi ,,1= , and tIk ,,1= . (7)

2.2. Phonological distances

Although phonetic features are very important in phoneme
specification, a phoneme’s realization is ultimately dependent
on the overall phonology of the language to which it belongs.
For example, the phoneme inventory constrains each
constituent phoneme’s range of variance, and phonetic context
in speech determines specific articulatory realizations through
such processes as assimilation. In this section, we define two
distance metrics to characterize cross-language phonological
similarity.

2.2.1. Monophoneme distribution distance

Monophoneme distribution distance characterizes the
difference in lexical phoneme distribution between two
languages. Specifically, the distribution, or normalized
histogram, of the phonemes is obtained from a large lexicon of
a language, with the probability in the distribution
corresponding to the frequency of a phoneme in the lexicon.
Note that in order for the distribution to be representative of a
language, we derive it from a typical lexicon instead of a
database.



Because the phoneme inventories of the two languages to
be compared may not be identical, we first need to define a
combined inventory for them

},,1|)({},,1|)({},,1|)({ ttllltlt IkkpIiipImmp =∪===
(8)

where )(mplt is a phoneme in the combined inventory where

there are total ltI phonemes.

The frequency of the phoneme )(mplt in language l can

be expressed as
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where )]([ mpc ltl is the occurrence count of phoneme

)(mplt in a lexicon of language l. If a phoneme )(mplt does

not exist in the language, its frequency would be zero. The
difference of phoneme frequencies between the two languages
can be calculated as

)]([)]([)]([ mpmpmpd lttltlltlt ρρρ −= ltIm ,,1= (10)

Then the monophoneme distribution distance between the
target language t and source language l is

=
=

ltI

m
ltltlt mpdD

1
)]([ρρ . (11)

The distance is calculated between the target language and
every one of the source languages.

In view of the known differences in phonological
characteristics between vowels and consonants, we make
separate calculations for the vowel and consonant categories.
Thus Eq. (11) becomes

∈
=

gmp
ltlt

g
lt

lt

mpdD
)(

)]([ρρ (12)

where g=Vowels or Consonants.

2.2.2. Biphoneme distribution distance

The biphoneme distribution distance metric characterizes
the difference in lexical distribution of phoneme pairs, or
biphonemes, between two languages. Similar to the
monophoneme distribution distance, the distribution of
biphonemes in a language is obtained based on the frequency
of a biphoneme in a large lexicon.

The biphoneme inventory for the target language t is
expressed as

},,1|)({ tt Ikkq ′= (13)

while the biphoneme inventory for a source language l is
},,1|)({ ll Iiiq ′= (14)

Then the combined biphoneme inventory for the two
languages to be compared is

},,1|)({},,1|)({},,1|)({ ttllltlt IkkqIiiqInnq ′=∪′==′=
(15)

where )(nqlt is a biphoneme in the combined inventory

where there are total ltI ′ biphonemes. For a phoneme at the

beginning or end of a word, )(nqlt takes the format of

“void+phoneme” or “phoneme+void”, respectively.
The frequency of a biphoneme )(nqlt in language l can

be expressed as

′
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where )]([ nqc ltl is the occurrence count of biphoneme

)(nqlt in a lexicon of language l. The difference of

biphoneme frequencies between the two languages is
)]([)]([)]([ nqnqnqd lttltlltlt γγγ −= ltIn ′= ,,1 (17)

Then the biphoneme distribution distance between the target
language t and source language l is

′

=
=
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n
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1
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Similarly, the distance is better characterized within the
categories of vowels and consonants separately. In our
algorithm we count each biphoneme twice, the first time as a
left-contact biphoneme and second time as a right-contact
biphoneme. Thus
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g
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)]([)]([ γγγ (19)

where g=Vowels or Consonants.

2.2.3. Discussion

The monophoneme metric is a typological comparison that
is based on two principal classes of information: (1) types of
sounds and (2) frequencies of these sounds in the lexicon. The
former class, types of sounds, is directly associated with
phoneme inventory correspondence while the latter, phoneme
frequency, concerns relative phoneme importance. The
biphoneme metric yields different types of information. It
explicitly provides a biphoneme inventory, permissible
phonotactic sequences, and phonotactic sequence importance.
It also implicitly incorporates phoneme inventory and
phonological complexity information.

Use of phonological metrics ensures that the overall model
pool will have a bias toward a reduced set of phonologically
similar languages. Because our final model pool is meant to
represent a single language system, i.e., the target language’s,
the model pool must be as consistent as possible. The less
diversity in the languages of the model pool, the more
consistency in the entire system.

2.3. A combined phonetic-phonological (CPP) metric

Finally, we develop a metric by combining the above-
mentioned phonetic and phonological distances. Since the
three distances are from different domains, normalization is
necessary before combination. The normalization, aimed at
extracting the relative ranking between candidate phonemes
and languages, is a linear processing that scales the score
range from each domain into the range [0 1].

The combined phonetic-phonological metric (CPP) is
defined as

N
g
ltN

g
ltNltd DDkidkiCPP ][][)],([),( γαραα γρ ⋅+⋅+⋅= (20)

where ),( kiCPP represents the distance between phoneme

)(ipl from language l and phoneme )(kpt from language t,
and both phonemes belong to the same phonological category
g (vowels or consonants). The weights dα , ρα , and γα
represent the relative importance of each quantity. We equate
the overall importance of phonetics with that of phonology by
using the weight values ( dα , ρα , γα )=(2,1,1). The symbol

[ ]N denotes that the quantity inside is linearly scaled into the

range [0 1]. For g
ltDρ and g

ltDγ , the original range is

determined by scores of all the source languages. Their
scaling is done once for a target language t. While for



),( kidlt , we found that it is better to do scaling once for each

target phoneme )(kpt , and the original range is determined

by scores of a group of candidate phonemes that includes at
least one phoneme from any source language.

2.4. Model construction

We employ the regular 3-state, left-right, multimixture,
continuous-Gaussian HMMs as the acoustic models and
assume that the models from all the source and target
languages have the same topology except that the number of
mixtures in a state may vary. Once the top candidates are
determined from the CPP metric for each target phoneme, the
target HMM is constructed by gathering all the mixtures for a
corresponding state from the candidates. The original mean
and variance values are maintained while the mixture weights
are uniformly scaled down so that the new weights add up to
one for each state. It is possible to weigh mixtures according
to the relative importance of the candidates if the importance
as reflected by the CPP metric has significantly large
difference. The transition probabilities are adopted from the
top one candidate model.

3. Experiments
We used 17 languages in the experiments testing the CPP
approach to cross-language transfer: Italian, Canadian French,
US English, Swedish, European Portuguese, Mandarin, Latin-
American Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Danish, German,
Cantonese, British English, Parisian French, Brazilian
Portuguese, Dutch, and Egyptian Arabic. For each language, a
native monolingual model set had been built by training with
native speech data. The acoustic features are 39 regular
MFCC features including cepstral, delta, and delta-delta. The
databases included CallHome, EUROM, SpeechDat, etc. The
benchmark performance of the native models is around 95%
for most languages. In each of the following experiments, we
pick one language as the target language, and construct its
acoustic models by using all the other languages as source
languages. A CPP score is calculated for each target phoneme
and the top two candidate phonemes are chosen. Five such
experiments are conducted on Italian, Latin-American
Spanish, European Portuguese, Japanese, and Danish,
respectively.

3.1. Baselines

Two benchmark results are used as baselines. Baseline #1 is
the performance of the native monolingual, context-
independent models from each target language. Baseline #2 is
the performance of a constructed model set for each target
language. These models are built with the top two models
chosen from source languages based on their acoustic distance
from the corresponding native target model. Hence, Baseline
#2 provides a benchmark about the capacity of the source
language models in replacement of target language models.
However, the Baseline #2 benchmark is not a theoretically
strict upper bound for cross-language transfer because the
measurement in the acoustic space is probabilistic. We adopt
the widely used Bhattacharyya metric for the distance
measurement [9].

3.2. Results and discussion

Each recognition task includes about 3000 utterances of digit
strings, command words, and sentences. The word accuracy
results in Table 1 show that the performance of models

constructed based on the CPP metric is equivalent overall to
the performance of models constructed based on acoustic
distance. The performance of CPP constructed models reaches
the performance of the native models for Spanish and Italian,
while it is far lower for the other three languages. We explain
this difference by noting that neither Spanish nor Italian have
phones that are unattested in the other languages in our dataset
while Japanese, Danish, and Portuguese all contain phones
that are absent in the source languages.

Table 1: Model performance

Target
Language

Baseline #1
(Native models)

Baseline #2
(Bhattacharyya)

CPP-based
(No data)

Spanish 94.49 88.61 93.06
Italian 98.42 98.27 98.52
Japanese 95.36 76.72 78.76
Danish 94.36 72.95 70.15
Portuguese 96.31 77.91 72.74

4. Conclusions
We developed an automated procedure for cross-language
transfer by employing a combined phonetic and phonological-
based metric. The performance of CPP constructed models is
comparable to the performance of models constructed based on
acoustic distance.
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